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联系人
Contact 1. 女士 Ludmila Lesko 

Event Manager 

产品/机械
Main Trade Fields of the Exhibition: - Industrial architectural and structural glass production technologies - Architectural and structural glass
manufacturing machinery, furnaces and raw materials - Structural glass manufacturing, processing and assembly materials and tools - Glass edge and
facet processing equipment. Glass edge and surface finishing technologies and equipment - Structural glass processing and recycling technologies -
Structural glass transporting and assembly equipment - Glass cutting and packing - Architectural and structural glass plating technologies and
equipment - Mirrors and glass furniture processing equipment - Mirror coverings, toned, colored, and patterned glass. Film coatings for glass - Flat,
sheet, hardened, wire, polished, plate and furniture –glass windows - Impact-resistant, structural triplex, bullet-proof, fire-proof, armored glass - Toned,
solar, thermo and insulating glass - Foamglass, chemical etching glass - Glass –slabs, -blocks and -sheets - Art glass: stained-glass windows, mosaic
- Glass in interiors: floors, stairs, furniture, barriers - Varnishes, paints, coverings for glass - Translucent constructions - Scientific improvements in
architectural and structural glass 27.01.2006 - the scientific-and-practical conference Glass. Manufactoring and Technologies. The following
specialized expositions will be represented in the network of the exhibition: Sheet Glass Raw materials and structural glass preprocessing

产品和背景
Primus: Architectural Glass 2006 - the 3rd International Specialized Exhibition for the glass processing machinery, equipments, raw materials & end
products. «Primus: Architectural Glass 2006» - is:  the largest branch exhibition in Ukraine;  the widest range of the traditional materials and the
most modern technologies;  new glass products and developments in the glass industries;  the best solutions for architects, planners, designers,
engineers, sellers, consumers and manufacturers of the branch;  new busyness contacts and fruitful cooperation;  market research, practical
experience, new ideas and technologies;  branch seminars, conferences and reports;  All-Ukrainian competitions.

Company Profile of Primus Ukraine

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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